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SIGHT AND LIFE
The quest to a world free from malnutrition.

Our 4 strategic goals focus
on the challenges we see
as critical over the next 5 years

Founded in 1986

Headquarters in Switzerland

Innovate in
implementation
research

Build capacity
in nutrition

Play a catalytic role
in micronutrient, protein,
& lipid science

Who We Are

∙ Founded: 1986
∙ A powerful team of 10 with 100 years of
combined experience in nutrition
∙ Co-edited books: 8
∙ Peer-reviewed publications: 77
∙ Number of vitamin A capsules distributed from
1986 to 2011: 78,996
∙ Sight and Life magazine, a leading publication
in nutrition, is printed 2x per year
∙ An annual supplement providing focused and
in-depth information
∙ Headquarters in Switzerland
∙ A nutrition think tank supported by DSM

OUR
IMPACT

Integrate nutrition
into food systems

Sight and Life delivers value in nutrition by accelerating the
translation of research to innovative solutions at scale. Our
work begins with a deep understanding of the biological factors
that influence nutritional status and ends with evidence-based
results creating healthy choices for consumers. We translate
our scientific knowledge to build sustainable business models
and public-sector programs that deliver the best possible
strategies to communities.
We offer a comprehensive approach, because
science alone will not solve malnutrition.
We advance research and disseminate its
findings, share best practices, and
facilitate important dialogs to bring about
transformative change in nutrition.

Sight and Life is a humanitarian
nutrition think tank delivering
innovative solutions to eliminate all
forms of malnutrition in children
and women of childbearing age
and improve the lives of the world’s
most vulnerable populations.

Deep knowledge & experience
in public health programs along
with their implementation

Ability to convene using our broad
network in academia, UN agencies,
WASH sector, NGOs, entrepreneurs,
businesses, & the wider nutrition
community

Healthy, thriving children
and families contributing to
a prosperous world

Our
Strengths
Nutritional science
expertise, from
human biology
to understanding
food systems

Business solution
development & proven
track record of private
sector engagement

Share Best
Practices
Applications of behavior
change communication &
social marketing to improve
eating choices & habits

References: R E Black, L H Allen, Z A Bhutta, et al (2008) ‘Maternal and child undernutrition: global and regional exposures and health consequences’, The Lancet, 2008,
Jan 19, 371 (9608), 243–60. | UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation (2011) Levels & Trends in Child Mortality: Report 2011, New York: UNICEF.
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Social Media

Use #SALwebinar to join the conversation!

Sight and Life Team

Dr. Eva Monterrosa
Expertise in nutrition and dietetics,
cultural anthropology and public
health implementation science
15 years of experience in nutrition
program design and assessment,
formative research, social
marketing, behavior change
communication with academia, UN
agencies, government ministries
and NGOs
PhD, Nutrition, Cornell University;
MS in Human Nutrition and
Metabolism; BS in Nutrition and
Food Science – University of
Alberta

Sight and Life Team

Yana Manyuk
Expertise in social marketing &
behavioral change communication
8 years experience in applying
behavioral change approaches and
methods to a range of projects and
programs within the government,
UN, and NGO organizations at HQ,
regional, and field level
MA from Middlesex University
London in Health and Social
Marketing; Distinction BA in
Cultural & Media Studies Maastricht University

BCC Strategy and Roll Out
The devil’s in the detail

BCC is a Process…
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BCC Checklist

Step 2 & 3 : Desk Review and Client Research
Desk Review Brief has been discussed with brain trust
‘Go’ or ‘No-Go’ decision taken and recorded by brain trust

Completed
√
√

Working hypothesis of behaviors, framework for client
research, behavioral theory

√

Inquiry framework + methods = insights generated

√

Client Research report discussed with brain trust
Behavior outcomes/behavior objective refined
Emotional states/hooks/narratives
Competition, Exchange Value, Audience Segments

√
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Setting the Scene
BCC Strategy – more than information & messaging

“It would be easy to give the public
information and hope they change
behavior, but we know that doesn’t work
very satisfactorily. [If it did] none of us
would be obese, none of us would smoke
and none of us would drive like lunatics.”
Ian Potter, Director of the New Zealand Health Sponsorship Council
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Setting the Scene
Webinar Objectives

Share evidence based principles & key steps for developing,
designing and implementing a holistic BCC strategy
Discuss key considerations for a BCC training strategy
Introduce the elements necessary to plan the BCC
implementation
Help sharpen or develop program managers’ judgement of
quality BCC work from development to implementation
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Key Requirements for a
BCC Strategy
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Key Requirements

Requirement

Description

1

Insight Driven

Strategy choices need to be based on an understanding of what is
most likely to have a positive influence on the audience’s behavior

2

Competition & Exchange !

The strategy should reduce the actual and perceived costs to the
desired behavior and increase short term benefits

3

Co-designed

Involve the target audience in development and design of the BCC
strategy

4

Right & timely expertise

Creative Design should be supported by BCC expertise

5

Strategically coordinated
and integrated

Strategy elements must be integrated and not function in isolation

6

Measurable for processes,
outcomes and impact

It is important to consider, at the outset, what you can measure, how
this is measured and who will do this
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Key Requirements
Program Manager’s role
Strategy Phase
Creative Design
Pre-testing

Program Manager’s role
Capacity requirements, contextual & technical knowledge is key to
determine feasibility, sustainability and quality of a strategic approach
Knowledge of the local culture is key to assess potential acceptability prior
to pre-testing with the target audience

Training

Understanding capacity needs, internal resources & gaps, evaluating
sustainability of training approach

Implementation

Donor requirements, timelines, integration needs, feasibility, and costing

The quality of your judgement about the strategic approaches, tools and content developed will
influence the quality of the BCC intervention on the whole:
•
•
•

Keep learning about successful approaches
Be critical
Probe for the application of key principles
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BCC Process
Step 4. Creative Design
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Step 4. Creative Design

Nutrition BCC is often about changing people’s daily habits
and introducing new routines

“To market a new habit – be it groceries or
aerobics – you must understand how to make
the novel seem familiar.”
Charles Duhigg, The Power of Habit
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Step 4. Creative Design
Exchange
What can you offer me that is better than what I am currently doing?

Make the
behavior…
FUN, EASY &
BarriersPOPULAR

Turn long
term
BENEFITS into
immediate
BENEFITS

Reduce short
term COSTS
and BARRIERS
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Exchange Example 1
Example: Chesapeake Bay Program; Academy for Educational Development
Behavioral Goal:

To get homeowners with lawns to fertilize their lawns in the fall rather than in the spring

Client Research – Key Insights
An attractive lawn is important to homeowners
Most likely to fertilize in the spring only
Message fatigue about saving the Bay since the 1960s
Very passionate about their seafood, especially crab meat

The Na,onal Social Marke,ng Center www.thensmc.com
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Exchange Example 1

Exchange:
Fertilizing in the fall = continued
availability of seafood
Framed as a culinary issue
Not an environmental appeal
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Exchange Example 1
Save the Crabs, then Eat’em
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Exchange Example 2

‘Be a Star’ - Breastfeeding Initiation Campaign Snapshot
Behavioral Goal:

To increase breastfeeding initiation rates amongst 16- to 25-year-old mothers

Client Research - Key Insights
Breastfeeding is 'not for people like me'
Breasts are sexual objects
Not engaged by breastfeeding campaigns
Influenced by image of celebrities, by peers
Fear of failure; self-confidence issues, no peer support
The National Social Marketing Center www.thensmc.com
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Exchange Example 2

EXAMPLE: ‘Be a Star’ - Breastfeeding Initiation Campaign Snapshot

Exchange:
Breastfeeding = Confidence
• The mother’s own achievement
• Sexy and celebrity like
• Confidence built by peer support

The National Social Marketing Center www.thensmc.com

Topic: Breastfeeding
Organization: Central Lancashire PCT
Location: Lancashire (North West)
Dates: 2007 to ongoing
Budget: £52,000
Website: www.beastar.org.uk
25

Step 4. Creative Design

The
WHAT

The
HOW

What are we
offering our
audience

A mix of intervention tools
and tactics to deliver the
exchange to our audience

Exchange

Operational Mix/
Communication &
Marketing Tactics
26

Step 4. Creative Design
Operational Mix – ‘Be a Star’ Example

Product/Service

Price

Place

Promotion

What kind of
support can we offer
to facilitate the
behavioral change?

What are the costs
and barriers to
overcome and how
How can we reduce
them?

Where will our
audience do the
behavior, access the
support? How can we
make access easy and
convenient?

How can we tell
them about it? What
kind of
communication
tactics will we use
make it attractive?

• Celebration of
breastfeeding mums
• Boosting confidence
• Partners and families
involved in campaign
• Free & convenient
health advice

•
•
•
•
•

• Peer supporters
with at home
support
• 24-hour on demand
helpline and SMS
What
are we offering
service

our audience

At home
Phone
Online
Cafes
Bus stops

•

Make-Over &
Photo shoot,
website and blog,
radio advertising,
leaflets, posters
and outdoor
promotion

Step 4. Creative Design
Promotion
Content strategy – key elements

Messages

Messengers

The Creative

What do you want

Who will be

your audience to
do, know &
believe?

delivering the
message?

How will you say
it and what will
you show? (look
and feel)

Communication
Channels
Where and when
your message will
appear

Quick Tips
1. Keep it simple & clear
2. Focus on Audience Benefits
3. Make it real & personal
4. Make messages easy to remember
5. Have a little fun where appropriate
6. Engage your audience in a conversation
7. Make norms visible
28

Step 4. Creative Design
Promotion – Message Appeal
QUESTION?
The food company Grub, wants to sell insects to the public as a sustainable source of
protein. Which message do you think got people interested in trying insects?
1

2

3
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Step 4. Creative Design
Writing a BCC Strategy
Checklist
• A statement of the problem or challenge
• An outline of what intervention goal and why it is important
• Summary of key insights
• BCC goals and objectives
• The resources and assets available
• The exchange
• Operational mix
• The implementation plan and timescales
• How you propose to monitor and evaluate
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Step 4. Creative Design
Creative Brief
Structure
Purpose of
Communications

Why the BCC strategy? What's the focus?
Behavioral Objectives

Target Audience

Demographic & geographic profile, key insights (knowledge, beliefs, perceived
barriers and behaviors relative to desired behavior and to competition
Current stage of change

Communication
Objectives

What do you want the audience to do? Know and believe/feel based on exposure to
your communication?

Framing/
Positioning

We want (our target audience) to see (desired behavior) as ( a set of benefits) and
more beneficial than (competition)

Benefit to the
promise

Key benefits, valued by the audience, they will receive from adopting the behavior
Cost that can be avoided by adopting the desired behavior

Support for the
promise

Strategy elements to convince the audience to adopt desired behavior, likelihood of
benefits, and exceeding perceived cost. Testimonials

Style and tone

Humorous, serious, realistic, comic? Branding guidelines

Openings

Times and locations of ad placed in situations where audience will be most attentive
and receptive to messages
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BCC Process
Step 5. Pre-Testing Creative
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Step 5. Pre-Testing Creative
Why Pre-Test?
To assess the ability of messages and creative content to deliver on the strategies and BCC
objectives developed earlier in the process

Pre-Testing Techniques

•
•

Qualitative (focus groups, interviews)
Professional review of materials for technical accuracy and
readability

Sample questions
•
•
•
•
•

What is the main message you get from this poster/leaflet/ad?
What do you think they want you to know, believe or think?
What is the action they want you to take and why?
How likely do you think it is that this will influence you to take the desired action
How does the ad make you feel about doing (behavior)?
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BCC Process
Step 6. Training
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Step 6. Training
Training – Key Considerations
WHO
-

Identify the right capacity for each BCC strategy element
Who will deliver each activity? (community health volunteers, service providers - in
house or outsourced, community members, the media?)

WHAT & WHY
-

Think beyond key messages as the core of training content
Define who needs to have what kind of knowledge and skills, for each BCC activity
Allow trainees to experience the products or services of your strategy
Develop communication skills, not only knowledge, to build self-efficacy
Use the research insights to inform the WHO, WHAT & WHY of training
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Step 6. Training
Training – Key Considerations
HOW
-

Identify the training methodology best suited for your strategy, the trainees
and skills required
One training approach does not fit all
Consider engaging & motivational exercises

WHEN
-

Plan training as close to the strategy launch as possible
Provide refresher training
Phase specific training activities according to your implementation plan
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BCC Process
Step 7. Implementation
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Step 7. Implementation
Key Elements
Costing

Phasing & Scheduling

Expenses identified for each BCC
activity and budgets paired
accordingly

Phasing
Phasing all strategy elements
according to communication
objectives and audience‘s stages of
change (e.g. moving the audience
from awareness to action)

Integration & Coordination
Orchestrating all strategy elements
during implementation phase to
avoid communication overload,
inconsistency, loosing audience and
stakeholder interest

Scheduling
Scheduling all media events,
promotional material distribution
and communication activities in
advance and in alignment with all
stakeholders
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BCC Strategy & Roll-Out
Checklist
Step 4. Creative Design, Step 5. Pretesting,
Step 6. Training & Step 7. Implementation

Completed

Strategy based on
- Exchange (reducing cost & increasing short-term benefits
from audience perspective)
- Operational mix
- Content strategy

√

BCC creative brief written and shared with stakeholders

√

Creative concepts & content pretested

√

Training strategy is developed based on key BCC elements

√

Implementation plan, including costing and phasing, is
completed

√
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Join Sight and Life on the journey…
for a world free of malnutrition
Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn | sightandlife.org
Subscribe to the Sight and Life magazine or contact us at info@sightandlife.org
Subscribe to the Sight and Life newsletter
Offices in Switzerland and India
Sources:
C. Duhigg. The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business. Random House, February 2012
’Be A Star’ Breastfeeding Initiation Campaign. UK National Social Marketing Center Show Case. http://
www.thensmc.com/resources/showcase/be-star. Accessed on May 5th, 2018
‘Save The Crabs -Then Eat’ Em’ Environment Campaign. UK National Social Marketing Center Show Case. http://
www.thensmc.com/resources/showcase/be-star. Accessed on May 5th, 2018
Photo credit: Michael Bloem and Prachi Katre

